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Many beginners give up their coveted journey into spirituality because of overwhelming (and

often contradicting) information. This book gives you an overview of Reiki in a simple and

organized manner and is a perfect guide for those who wish to know how Reiki works. Besides

learning the basics, it will deepen and enhance your knowledge and proficiency in basic reiki

healing techniques. Reiki “Attunements” are an important part of the practice. With this in mind,

this book also comes with an offer to contact Dr Prakash for an hour-long FREE practice cum

attunement session, using a personalized video session. Therefore this is an ideal first step for

those having the urge to become Reiki Practitioners and healers.

About the AuthorStarr Casas was born in the mountains of Kentucky and raised in the culture

of the deep South. She has been a professional conjure woman for over forty years and has

written thirteen books to date on conjure work. A beloved teacher, she presents workshops

across the United States. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Great intro to Reiki - easy to understand for beginners. Unpretentious

writing which is a great introduction for anyone wanting to know more about Reiki, and how it

can help in overall wellbeing and life goals.”

Michele Sanders, “A wonderful Reiki book.. As a Reiki Master Practitioner I found the book

easy to read and leaned some new information. I appreciated that the information was given

simply and concisely.”

Leah, “Highly recommend. This is filled with so much helpful information that I've not found in

other books. I'd highly recommend this to anyone wanting to begin their understanding and

practice of Reiki.”



bec, “Inspiring and beautiful. I bought this book as I was very interested in becoming a reiki

practitioner. The book is simple and all you need to have in deciding to pursue this beautiful

path of peace and enlightenment. At the end of the book you are offered to have a one to one

zoom session with the author Dr Prakash. I contacted Dr Prakash and within days I was having

a very privileged hour where I was taken on a journey of attunement. Dr Prakash has opened

up my mind on the beauty that lives around us yet we can't see it until you meet Dr Prakash. I

will do all that I have been instructed to do and will meet Dr Prakash again in 30 days to carry

on with my journey. I am very honoured to have had this time and very humble for Dr Prakashs

knowledge and love. I am extremely grateful Dr Prakash. With love and light x”

Netty, “Excellent book. This book is wonderfully written. It is so clear and concise and

excellently explains all aspects of Reiki from how Reiki originated, onto a thorough explanation

of the practice itself. I especially loved the reminder about the 'Attitude of Gratitude'.I loved this

book and highly recommend it to anyone with an interest and open mind to improving ones

life.Thank you x”

narayanaswamy, “Great book and gift of divine experience from a compassionate Reiki Mater.

While reading this life changing book ,as though the teacher is in front of me guiding me step

by step with compassion.The author has offered a gift of online attunement and revision of the

book .He taught me online the self healing in a systematic step by step manner along with the

life enhancing attunements with great sincerity and commitment.I felt that I have met a noble

human being .I have never come across such a book on reiki with sincerity and commitment .I

thank Amazon and the author for this great opportunity .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing &Highly useful to practice Reiki.. The book on Reiki Level 1 is a

great gift to the Reiki followers .The chapters are present in a simple and anybody can

understand. Each chapter is explained in avery specific manner and easy to practise.The

immense value of this book is unpredictable. Thank you.”

The book by Dr Prakash Ramchandani has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 15 people have provided

feedback.
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